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Introduction
This technical user guide enables the technical user or vendor managing the Cloud Integration of the
customer to successfully integrate them with Exchange.

Related documents
All related documents can be found in Alight Help Center.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
The Employee Central – hrX Exchange Payroll Integration 2.0 is available as an integration package in
the customer's SAP Cloud Integration account when the customer obtains Employee Central.
This new package is a successor of the standard package (v1.0) which was developed by SAP and now
owned and managed by Alight. The new package offers the following key benefits to clients and
implementors:
•
•
•

Out of the box integration with no manual data mapping
Logic in the Cloud Integration components greatly simplified and reduced as mapping shifts to
Alight Exchange middleware
Improved troubleshooting as by sending the raw data and SFAPI query in the payload, problems
can be investigated by Alight without dependency on client.

This guide supplements the new package’s integration guide to help the client and SAP partner
consultants to integrate SuccessFactors Employee Central with the third-party payroll provider, Alight
Solutions.

1.2 Scope and use-case
1.2.1 Scope

This document will only cover the steps in creating another instance of the new package either in the QA
or productive Cloud Integration tenants. The instance is for adhoc run which would be vital in performing
analysis of reported issues, troubleshooting, and resending of events whenever necessary. The same
instance of the integration essentially can aid in performing smoke and sanity checks after upgrades to
the latest version of the integration is implemented.

1.2.2 Use case
1) Failed hire
The ad-hoc package can be useful to resend a failed hire after the data has been corrected.
As the interface is change driven, correcting an incorrect address alone is not sufficient to get the person
hired. The interface – by design – will only send the updated address and not all other portlets.
The steps in this document will ensure that the resend is successful.
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1.3 Parties Involved
1.3.1 Employee Central Team
They are the source of data and are responsible for checking the integrity of the data being sent
from EC to hrX Exchange via the integration. They provide the following details that are crucial to
troubleshooting the errors in the interface:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Employee number
Date and time of last employee detail update
Missing information that were not sent (if there are any)
Replication of the reported error/issue in QA tenant

1.3.2 Integration Team
This team is responsible for checking if the data that was sent from EC was successfully passed
through the interface. They would need the information provided by the EC team to troubleshoot
and possibly retrigger an integration run that resulted in an error. This could be a third party
vendor or Alight. The team must be familiar with Cloud Integration, with experience in installation,
execution and monitoring of packaged integration.

1.3.3 Payroll Service Provider
This team is responsible for checking that data from HRIS flows successfully to the payroll
service. Payroll service provider could be a TPV (Third-Party Vendor) or Alight. This team also
assess change request and solidify its case by establishing its payroll relevance.

1.3.4 Payroll Exchange Team
They are the recipient of the data being sent from EC and provide information whether the data
arrived successfully to their end. They also provide information on how the data arrived on their
end and how hrX Exchange system processed the information that was passed to them.

1.3.5 Alight Cloud Integrations Team
They are responsible for any enhancements or changes that may be required for the interface.
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2 Create another instance of the package integration
for ADHOC run
2.1 Overview
The standard integration package should run every 15 minutes to pick up the changes since the previous
run. It should not be stopped for sending failed hires again. This chapter explains how to create a copy of
the package for resending.
The standard integration package maintains a variable “LastModifiedOn_LV” which records the date and
time of the last successful run of the interface. This variable is used as the reference date and time of last
data change in retrieving the data for the changes/additions of employees from EC.
On the event that the interface encounters an error, this variable is not updated to preserve the last
successful run to be used on the next scheduled run. This means that the interface will still retrieve the
employees that were included in the run that encountered an error.
A copy of the standard interface is recommended to have a dedicated integration for ad hoc runs in case
retriggering is needed to fix the issue encountered or to perform sanity check or regression test to
validate package upgrade. This action is highly recommended to maintain the integrity of the Last
Modified Date variable in the scheduled run interface and to avoid data inconsistencies that may arise in
the scheduled interface.

2.2 Setting up integration for Adhoc
The steps outlined in this section require access to Cloud Integration and the user performing these steps
is expected to be familiar with Cloud Integration and has the proper authorizations.

Procedure:
1. Log in to SAP Cloud Integration using your S-user ID. Go to your QA or Productive CPI tenant.

2. Click
Discover.
3. Find the SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central Payroll Integration 2.0 with Alight. Click
Copy to copy SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central Payroll Integration 2.0 with Alight
package to your workspace.
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4. Choose Create Copy.

5. Rename the package.

6. Once done, check the Design
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7. Go to Artifacts and click on Actions

. Select Configure.

8. Click Package Integration - SF EC Payroll Integration to hrX Exchange > Actions >
Configure. A page with the following tabs is displayed:
•
•
•

Timer
Receiver
Parameters

9. Click the Timer tab. On this tab, for Adhoc run select Run Once.
10. Click the Receiver tab. Configure Receiver Settings.
11. Click More tab and select All Parameters tab. For Parameters settings, see Parameters.
12. Save the configuration details.
13. Click Back to go to the catalog page listing all the artifacts.
14. Deploy the catalog by selecting Actions > Deploy.

15. Check if interface is deployed. Click on Monitor
Content.
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16. Wait for the interface to have a ‘Started’ status.

17. Go back to the Monitor page and click ‘All Integration Flows’ under Monitor Message Processing.
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18. Wait for the message status to be ‘Completed’.

2.3 Integration Settings
Receiver Settings
• Compound Employee
This receiver helps you to connect to Employee Central.
Field

Description

Address

Employee Central URL, for example,
https://test.successfactors.com

Credential Name SAP Credential Deployment
• Alight EndPoint
This receiver helps you to connect to hrX Exchange Web Service End Point.
Field

Description

Address

Alight End Point URL provided by the Service Readiness or Application Support
from Alight

Credential
Name

Deployed credential name that has the username and password for the Alight
Web Service Connection

• MailServer
This receiver helps you to connect to SMTP Mail Server.
Field

Description

Adapter Type

By default, the Adapter Type is Mail.

Address

Mail Server URL.

Protection

Select from the drop-down, the method to establish an encrypted (Secure)
connection.
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Field

Description

Authentication

By default, the Authentication Type is "None". You can select the appropriate
Authentication Type from the drop down.

Credential
Name

Enter the credentials for this mail server if the Authentication Type is "plain
User/Password".

From

The From address of the mail server.

To

The address of the recipient of the emails generated by the process.

• SAP Credential Deployment
To deploy the following artifacts, see Deploying and Editing a User Credentials Artifact in the Operations
Guide for SAP Cloud Integration
Artifact
Description
SuccessFactors EC Credentials These credentials are used to connect to the Employee Central
system. Ensure they have the correct authorizations to perform
OData and SFAPI calls
SMTP Server Credentials

These credentials are used to connect to client’s mail server.

Alight Web Service Credentials These credentials are used to connect to the Alight Web
Service. These are provided by Alight
Parameters (in order of appearance in the iflow configuration)
Parameter
Name

Description

Ad-hoc run

If set to 1 then integration does not update LastModifiedOn No
(LastModifiedOn_LV) variable. Note that if this parameter is set to 0
and there is an input to PersonIdExternal parameter then the
integration
also
does
not
update
the
LastModifiedOn
(LastModifiedOn_LV) variable. Despite the availability of this
parameter it is still recommended to implement a second instance of
the package integration for adhoc executions with Ad-hoc run
parameter set to 1. This is to avoid impact on the scheduled run of the
integration for deltas.

BusinessUnit

Comma-delimited list filter (no blank spaces before/after comma) for No
specifying the business unit to include in the extract.

Company

Comma-delimited list filter (no blank spaces before/after comma) for Yes
specifying the companies to include in the extract.

ComponentID

Company ID of the Employee Central Instance

EmployeeClass

Comma-delimited list filter (no blank spaces before/after comma) for No
specifying the employee classes to include in the extract.This can be
used to include regular employees only and exclude externals
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Parameter
Name

Description

Required

Event Driven

1 means EDI is configured in ISC (Intelligent Service Center) and hire, Yes
termination, and rehire events are triggered via ISC and created in hrX
Exchange in real time. When this parameter is enabled, the delta
integration flow suppresses processing of these events to avoid
sending duplicate events in Exchange.
0 or blank means EDI is not configured. EDI events like hire,
termination, and rehire are process by the regular run of the delta
integration flow.

GCC

Enter the Global Customer Code provided by Alight

Yes

IsEmailEnabled

1 enables the email functionality

Yes

LastModifiedOn

In this dynamic process property, provide a time stamp value in the N/A
format
yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssZ
(for
example,
2015-0101T00:00:00.000Z) for the first ever execution of the process. The
process then fetches the changes in the Employee Central system as
of the provided time stamp value.

Location

Include the foundation object externalCode if you want to include only No
employees associated with that foundation object.

PayGroup

Comma-delimited list filter (no blank spaces before/after comma) for No
specifying the paygroup/s to include in the extract.

PersonIdExternal Comma-delimited list filter (no blank spaces before/after comma) for No
specifying the person_id_externals to include in the extract.

2.4 Executing Adhoc Package
To ensure you are sending your fresh change coming from EC, you can do the following steps:
1. In the Configuration of the iflow, set the Timestamp to a Future Date and Leave the PersonID as
blank. Setting the timestamp to future dated, sets the LastModifiedOn_LV to the current date and
time stamp which will be the reference for the next run of the iflow.
2. Save and Deploy.
3. Perform the changes in SuccessFactors Employee Central.
4. Go back to iflow and remove the timestamp, it will get the LastModifiedOn_LV variable save from
last run as a reference for the next deploy of the package.
5. Save and Deploy.
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6. Check the integration run in Operations->Monitor. If under the Properties, you can see the
Receiver then this is a confirmation that the integration flow was able to extract deltas and
records were sent to hrX Exchange successfully.

7. Alternatively, to send old records - you can put past dated timestamp but ensure to put the
personID as you do not want to resend records that were already integrated to hrX Exchange.
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3 Scheduling the package integration in Production
for Go-live
After data migration exercise in production, the package integration needs to run on schedule with the
recommended frequency of 15 minutes. It is expected that in Cloud Integration production tenant two
instances of the integration package were created to have integration flow dedicated for Adhoc and
scheduled run.

3.1 Adhoc Integration
If the scheduling of the integration has not been set-up immediately after the data migration activity or if
there were changes in SuccessFactors Employee Central after the data migration prior to go-live date,
then there is a need to execute Adhoc integration flow before enabling the schedule of the interface.
Refer to Section 2.4 on how to execute the Adhoc instance of the integration package and consider the
following:
Make sure to fill-in the company parameter with the target countries for go-live.

•

Make sure to set the parameter
to 1 will not update the LastModifiedOn_LV.

•

Fill-in the last modified on parameter with the applicable date and time stamp to interface
all changes from EC as HRIS after the data migration activity. Recommendation is that
the system is freeze for changes until data migration activity is completed. This is in order
to determine the exact date and time stamp to be set for the Adhoc run to extract all
deltas after data migration prior to go-live. Sample entry below where last modified on is
set to March 31. This means the Adhoc run is expected to extract all changes from March
31 onward.

•
•

Ensure that PersonIdExternal parameter is empty.
Save and Deploy.

•

Once the interface executed successfully. Go to Operation View

to 0 or empty. Setting it

and Click on

Variable
. Find LastModifiedOn_LV for the Adhoc integration flow and take
note of the date and time stamp. See sample screen below:
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3.2 Scheduling the Integration
Once the Adhoc run is completed prior to go-live it is recommended that the primary instance of the
integration package with the primary integration flow is enabled to run on schedule. But before doing this,
there is a need to run this primary integration flow with timer set to Run Once using the last modified on
from the recent run of the Adhoc iflow in the previous section. This execution is only needed if there are
changes in SuccessFactors EC after Adhoc run was executed which will be avoided if change freeze is
communicated during this activity. Once this is completed the integration can be schedule by performing
the following:
•

Make sure to fill-in the company parameter with the target countries for go-live.

•
•
•
•

Make sure to set the parameter
to 0 or empty. Setting it to 1 will not
update the LastModifiedOn_LV.
Ensure that LastModifiedOn parameter is empty.
Ensure that PersonIdExternal parameter is empty.
Go to Timer and schedule the interface to run every 15 minutes daily.

•

Save and Deploy.
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3.3 Go-live in Waves
Once the interface is scheduled, it is expected to run every 15 minutes for the companies set in the
integration flow parameter. If there is a need to edit the schedule due to additional countries for go-live
consider the following steps:
•

Perform data migration first. Make sure that all the employees for the new company codes are in
the production hrX Exchange system

•

Execute Adhoc integration flow for the additional countries only following the steps in Section
2.4. Again, this step is only needed if there were changes in SF EC after data migration prior to
go-live for the additional countries.

•

Once Adhoc integration run is completed. Stop the schedule and ensure that a change freeze is
communicated so that there are no changes transacted in SuccessFactors EC during this period.
This activity can also be done during scheduled maintenance.

•

Restore the schedule of the interface following the steps in Section 3.2. Make sure to add the
new company in the selection. The interface is expected to run using the LastModifiedOn_LV
when the schedule was stopped.
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4 Tracing the package integration
4.1 Debug and Trace Mode
Debug and trace are 2 modes of iflow deployment in Cloud Integration. These tools are commonly used
for troubleshooting of iflow interface.
•
•

Debug – shows the path of the message as it goes through the interface.
Trace – shows the flow and the contents of the message as it goes through the iflow.

Trace is used to provide the message transformations should there be a need for in depth analysis of the
issue. The trace mode upon activation lasts for 10 minutes and the captured trace logs lasts for an hour.

4.2 Enabling Trace Mode
Procedure:
1. Log in to SAP Cloud Integration using your S-user ID. Go to your QA or Productive CPI tenant.
2. In In the Monitor View->Manage Integration Content->All
3. Select the Package you want to put on Trace Mode (Note that in Trace Mode, it is only activated
for 10 minutes, you need to do the step again to activate it).
4. Click Log Configuration.

5. Select Trace.
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6. Trace is activated.

4.3 View and Download Message in Trace Mode
In the Trace Mode, you can investigate the following steps to see the Compound Employee RAW and the
pay load send to Exchange for transformation.
Procedure:
1. Under the Monitor View, Click Completed Messages.

2. Select the Package set in Trace Mode, Click Log and Click Trace.
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3. Key sections:
a. Run Step (1) contains the process flow.
b. Integration Flow Model (2) provides the overview of the iflow.
c.

Message Content (3) contains the XML payload for view and download.

4. Downloading CE response.
a. At the Integration Flow Model, Click on Router CEResponse Step
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b. Click on Message Content->Payload->Download Payload
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5 Skip mass upload
5.1 Use cases
1)
2)

Data

is

uploaded

into

EC

that

is

not

payroll

5.2

relevant.

Caveats

Whenever last modified on date is incorrectly updated, it can lead to data loss as modified
records
are
not
picked
up.
The interface runs for multiple legal entities / countries at once, so when the date is updated
make sure no employee changes are made during the same time.

5.3

Steps

1)
2)
2) Run

Adjust

to

perform
Save
date

the

6 Updating Certificates
1. Go to Cloud Integration -> Monitor View -> Connectivity Test

2. See below list of Exchange environments corresponding to Cloud Integration tenant:
Test
QAS
PRD

tstesb.ngahr.com
qasesb.ngahr.com
prdesb.ngahr.com
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3. For example, you need to download the certificate from QAS.

4. If the error below shows up, you need to untick the Validate Server Certificate and try again
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5. Once you get a response, you need to download the certificate and reinstall in the Cloud
Integration tenant.

6. Go to Keystore.

7. Add the certificate.
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8. Install or update the existing package.
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